This paper considers the competitive issues raised by the continuing evolution of public switched telephone network development toward an open data network. Adopting a platform hierarchy set forth by the National Research Council, the paper agrees that some higher level services may indeed reduce traditional telephone company revenues, but argues that it would be counterproductive for regulators to devise bans or adjust prices if they could. Regulators faced with unbundling may ensure any necessary revenue recovery through tariff rebalancing among facilities providers which provide competitive carriage through rebalancing strategies that remain competitively neutral. Suggested strategies include cost-based usage charges for data calls, fixed cost write-offs and increases in subscriber line charges.
Facilities Competition
This is the substitution of alternative links and switches for traditional telephone company plant. Since its inception, facilities competition has threatened company revenue bases and has motivated regulatory rate rebalancing. The FCC legalized competition in private interconnection in the 1950s; in customer premises equipment in the 1960s; in long-distance carriage in the 1970s; in interLATA access in the 1980s; and in local services in the 1990s. Substitute facilities can be physically and functionally similar (e.g. AT&T fiber vs. MCI fiber) or different (e.g. terrestrial vs. wireless loop) from one another.
Hierarchical Unbundling
This is the unbundling of services once performed exclusively in integrated vertical architectures. By a classification used by the NRC (1994), a network hierarchy comprises four services:
(i) The bearer service is a network protocol that enables information to move between disparate local and wide area data networks that may use a number of different data link protocols, such as Token Ring, Ethernet, frame relay or asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). The bearer service operates over a network technology substrate that subsumes the physical facilities (switches and links) that provide customer-to-customer connectivity. The sunk cost of network construction largely includes nonrecoverable labor costs for installing additional cable; present available capacity greatly exceeds immediate needs. (ii) The transport service includes the standard basic communications services that people now use-fax, video, voice, audio, text, e-mail, etc. , (iii) Middleware services provide databases, file system support, remote access, privacy protection and protocol conversion that enhance the quality, meaning and availability of information transported between two end users or local area networks. Like transport, it can be deployed at interior nodes or customer end-points. i (iv) Service applications include the final products that end users buy. Applications providers combine bearer, transport and middleware services and network facilities to construct the services that they offer.
Traditional companies bundled these services into integrated packages. As envisioned by the NRC, the ODN would unbundle each service and conceivably make these facilities undifferentiated commodities available for integration with services from platforms located higher in the NRC hierarchy. This unbundling would enable providers to combine diverse network elements and would encourage widespread innovations at decentralized (distributed) end user locations.
The Increasing Distribution of Processing and Intelligence
This is the migration of flow control, memory and error detection from internal nodes to user hosts. Host software can now control flow, detect errors, route signals, compress information, store and retrieve memory, and provide customer security. Distributed processing maximizes service flexibility and reduces user demands for interior PSTN capabilities. It may nonetheless sacrifice economies that may result from more centrally located control and memory.
The Internet and Competition
These three forms of competition are highly energized on the software-defined Internet-a combination of packet transport, communication protocols, hostintelligence and user-friendly interfaces-which has brought about new data services that were unimagined when AT&T was divested in 1984. Internet providers originally used store-and-forward packet switching to send datagrams over owned or leased dedicated private lines; providers now increasingly use fast packet services for the same virtual effect. The Internet protocol (IP), which uses 'best effort' routing to get packets across the network, is a network protocol that allows interoperability between two networks that operate over different data links; it sets up a virtual connection between two hosts, determines the path for signal passage and handles the addressing details. Embedded in client software, the transmission control protocol (TCP) provides storage/routing, flow control and error correction for calls that are routed from host to host; TCP also includes built-in redundant features that back up the IP, such as automatic alternate routing, multiple simultaneous connections, scalable bitstreaming, content independence and flexible use of IP addresses. Software located on servers and user hosts enables Internet connectivity and multiple applications, including user-friendly interfaces.
2 Moving up the NRC hierarchy, the Internet introduces competition in the following respects.
Alternative Services
Certain Internet services can substitute for traditional telephone company services. First, the Internet now accommodates a limited capability to provide voice which is improving rapidly. As enhanced service providers, on-line and Internet service providers (ISPs) do not pay originating or terminating access charges. Second, data messages may substitute for traditional circuit-switched messages; for example, e-mail substitutes for voice calls/mail and file transfers substitute for faxes. Third, many Internet services reduce the need for virtual network services that telephone companies now offer; many corporations (including AT&T, Levi Strauss, 3M, Federal Express, Ford, National Semiconductor) now use TCP and IP in access-restricted company-specific Intranets with the same functionalities as the Internet.
Switching Transport Control
Packet switching is more efficient for 'bursty' data traffic than is traditional ' In addition to competing with circuit-switched PSTN services, Internet services may hurt sales of PCs and software now embedded in the user-distributed 'Wintel'/Mac platforms. Oracle and Sun Microsystems are now pursuing plans to load accessible software in centralized servers that users can downloaU with Java using stripped down PCs costing -$500.
circuit switching, which holds open a dedicated circuit for the duration of a call regardless of instantaneous need. With routers efficiently deployable at a lower scale, data users may bypass circuit switches and reduce unit transport costs; packet routers at $400,000 and 5ESS switches at $10 million can make similar provisioning (Krishnan, 1996) . ATM switches will eventually permit full voice/data integration on the Internet as well. An ATM switch has entry costs of $50,000, while fixed costs for central office switches reach $5 million (McCarty, 1996) . These gains can then extend down to customer access; even a small company can combine its voice and data oh an integrated trunk that handles both.
The TCP/IP protocols are embedded in distributed customer hosts that are located on the network periphery. This reduces the need for intelligence located at interior nodes. These protocols have been bundled without charge into Unix (the most popular server operating system) since the 1980s; DOS, Windows and the Mac Operating System now provide similar build-ins.
Path Competition
Cable television providers may provide end user access to broadband data service before telephone companies.
3 Institutional loops, now required for cable franchises but never put to use, could provide high-speed data connectivity in a one-way system; a bridge could loop the local feeder back to a bus (McCarty, 1996) . Alternatively, cable providers may upgrade hybrid fiber-coaxial networks t'6 enable two-way connectivity and connect the distribution hub/head end to a wide area network ring or directly to the Internet backbone (Reed, 1996) . Waks (1996) identifies five reasons why cable companies may outpace telephone companies: large multi-system operators are now committed to hybrid fiber-coaxial upgrades and two-way connectivity between headend and user; debt-heavy cable companies need new products to increase cash flow; enthusiasm for undeveloped video applications may have diminished somewhat among local carriers; new compression technologies might not adequately stretch existing twisted pair capacity; and more than a dozen vendors now sell cable modems that provide connectivity at Mb/s speeds that greatly exceed the 28.8 Kb/s which conventional modems provide to dial-up customers (prices may fall from $500 to $100 by the year 2000).
Path competition may also evolve along routes that run from ISPs to the Internet backbone. As the network has become less hierarchical, ISPs have increasingly bypassed local and regional networks and now often haul traffic over leased cable lines to network access points. They pay connection fees directly to the backbone provider and avoid intermediate payments. (MCI, Sprint and AT&T own fully integrated wire networks and therefore avoid transfer prices entirely.)
Pricing Issues
There are three key dimensions to the pricing issue: usage-related costs are different in packet and circuit switched networks; ISPs do not make contribution payments to support local companies; and dial-up Internet callers do not pay prices for usage of telephone company facilities.
The prime difference between traditional telephone companies and ISPs is the manner by which they set prices. Because local carriers assign a dedicated circuit to each message, each attempt and calling minute uses limited capacity (at least during peak hours) and therefore imposes a positive incremental cost upon the network, which must add more capacity to reduce blockage. Companies cover these incremental costs with per minute charges. By contrast, packet switches avoid dedicated circuits; ISPs have, to date, exclusively charged interconnecting parties monthly fees based on their incoming capacity.
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The FCC considered but ultimately rejected imposing access charges on enhanced service providers (including on-line providers and ISPs). If these charges were imposed, the levy might have stifled considerably the growth of a desirable upstart industry. Consequently, long-distance voice calls routed over the Internet now avoid paying 7.4 cents for originating and terminating access to local carriers.
Finally, users may access the Internet with dial-up lines and circuit switch interconnections using optimized synchronous line protocols (including PPP, AppleTalk Remote Access and ISDN). These calls occupy the network for a longer period than a local call.
6 Besides avoiding access charges, dial-up ' With packet congestion becoming a problem, some type of priority pricing will probably be necessary to allow high-priority packets the right-of-way (Shenker, 1995 Internet users pay no charges to recover used switch and transport capacity.
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Cybercalls routed through circuit switches are evidently underpriced.
Internet Voice
For the price of a sound card, microphone, earphone and software (supplied by companies like Internet Telephone Co., VocalTec, Quarterdeck Corp. and Camelot Corp.), some 50,000 personal computer (PC) owners have used the Internet over the past year to make voice calls. These calls were initially half duplex, delay-ridden and of poor quality, but these problems are being resolved rapidly; for example, full duplex is now possible. At present, users must still have compatible software (i.e. IBM-Apple compatibility is not yet possible) and must prearrange to be on-line simultaneously. Progress continues. Both Netscape and Microsoft plan to introduce telephony features in their respective Navigator and Explorer browsers. IBM unveiled software for Internet telephony in March; VocalTec now has licensing deals with CompuServe.
Gateways (e.g. VocalTec's Internet Phone Telephony Gateway) now exist that allow interconnection to any receiving telephone on the PSTN; all that callers need is a Windows 95 PC and a telephone interface card produced by Dialogic Corp. There are now IP interfaces that permit the Internet to use Signaling System 7 to control access to the PSTN; these interfaces translate an IP address into a phone number and allow PCs to receive calls from any phone (see also Solomon, 1996) .
Microsoft announced in March a new digital video technology (ActiveMovie) that will provide TV-quality full screen video on 100 MHz Pentium PCs; 8 the company is now adding an application for voice/data conferencing to its next release of Windows 95 (i.e. Nashville). Intel is now adding 57 instructions to the x86 chips to accommodate multimedia; multimedia extensions will also be built into Intel's P55C, which will come out in 1997 and which can be used by ActiveMovie. Some 100 companies now support Microsoft/Intel standards for integrating video/audio and reducing voice-related packet delays. Finally, Advanced Technology International Corporation (Rockville, MD) and Network Long Distance (Baton Rouge, LA) now demonstrate a technology that allows people to make long-distance calls over the Internet ' The problem a particularly severe for ISPi, which charge users a flat-rate monthly fee. Because on-line customers pay hourly usage fees they are discouraged somewhat from profligacy. * The company is also developing a decoder that would link PC users to satellites owned by DirectTV, the country's largest DBS provider (controlling 175 channels).
using standard telephone equipment. Long-distance callers first access a company private branch exchange by calling a central number and subsequently dialling a long-distance number; calls are routed over packet transport and avoid per minute access charges. Quality appears to be better than the PC alternative, but not as good as standard long-distance. The former company plans to offer a Washington-San Francisco service by the year's end and connections to 60 (including 10 international) cities by mid-1997. The potential savings would be greatest from international use, where interconnection fees are most inflated (Mills, 1996) .
Competition Policy
Competitive pressures from the ODN will be intense for the traditional PSTN. Traditional companies have operated under a regulatory compact that obligated them to provide common carriage, subsidize customer hookup, price services at cost-averaged rates, maintain a prescribed quality level and sink nonrecoverable and underdepreciated investments in anticipation of future obligations to serve. Their facilities have also displayed economies of scale-unit costs decrease as calling volume increases. With these factors, regulators protected each company from any. competition that could have threatened its revenue base and its ability to meet social agendas that conflicted with market forces. This situation has now changed in every conceivable service and equipment market.
When two or more links perform the same basic function, they are substitutes; complementarity between two paths in-sequence is possible as well. Substitution generally of an alternative for a PSTN route is facilities bypass, as described above. When any user migrates to an alternative provider, remaining customers must pick up the nonavoided (i.e. fixed) costs of the local carrier.
As the prices of competitive services do not generally reflect the foregone revenue contribution and the opportunity cost that captive users must incur, migration from a traditional carrier can appear inefficient when viewed from a static welfare perspective. Nonetheless, regulators have increasingly permitted facilities bypass in order to spur network evolution and innovation, discipline managerial inefficiency and overbuilding, and overcome regulatory edicts that interfere with competitive forces and market efficiency. If traffic migration from carrier faculties is deemed uneconomic, the economically efficient solution is to adjust sales prices paid to or by alternative providers either by equally sized price mark-ups or by proportional taxes. With 1074 balanced price adjustments on the services of competitive facilities, regulators can ensure recovery of any revenue amount while preserving most of the desirable incentives of an entirely deregulated solution. While price adjustments on the services of competitive facilities can be efficient and practical, adjustments or bans on products at higher levels (i.e. service applications, middleware or transport) may be less so. Indeed, some adjustments make theoretical sense but would be entirely unworkable. For example, how does one legally and/or meaningfully prescribe price adjustments to be affixed on software that reduces user demands for bandwidth?
It is sometimes impossible to determine whether a particular application stimulates more or less telephone company revenues. For example, if file transfer sometimes reduces customer demand for PSTN fax (and electronic mail sometimes substitutes for PSTN voice) but at other times allows uses that may increase facilities demand, should it be classified as a substitute to be checked or a complement to be encouraged?
Only the total number of bits transported across a line can be counted. Even if one could define which uses are complements and which substitutes, there is no way to determine their correspondence in a bit flow that subsumes all uses on a customer's circuit.
Regulatory mark-ups or bans on one service may hinder the development of innovative service bundles that go beyond traditional offerings. For example, while Internet voice substitutes for (and reduces the revenue of) the circuit-switched alternative, it will enable integrated voice/data/video applications.
Accordingly, mark-ups or bans-enacted in one particular area in order to protect telephone company revenues-may reduce usage elsewhere, retard innovation, distort efficient network evolution or be entirely unworkable.
Possible Reforms
The following reforms are reasonable responses to the threat of Internet competition and cyberbypass.
Cost-based Calling Charges
Dial-up phone calls to any public data network that extend beyond a certain length of time should pay usage charges that cover incremental switching and transport costs, at least during peak-use hours. With call lengths that greatly exceed those of voice messages, Internet users do not pay the incremental _
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costs actually imposed on the local carrier and consequently subsidized by other callers.
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Reflecting something of a rough concensus, Marcus and Spavins (1993) estimate per switched minute costs of 1.0 cents. With this usage charge, an hour of Internet time would be priced at $0.60, well below the amount (~$3) that on-line providers charge for the same amount of time. These per minute charges are also well below the originating access charges of 37 cents, from which ISPs are now totally exempt.
Cost Write-offs By one engineering study, local company revenues exceed the incremental costs of building a replacement network de novo by $45.9 billion (Hatfield Associates, 1995) . Of this total, $3-3 billion are due to unrecovered expenses in the depreciation reserve, down from $21 billion in 1984. Customer operations (including billing and account maintenance) and corporate overheads respectively account for $15.3 and 8.3 billion. Hatfield contends that the remaining $19.0 billion results from corporate inefficiency and deliberate overexpansion of plant that has been undertaken partially to pre-empt competitive broadband entrants. Since a key aim of competition is /to discipline managerial inefficiency, cost overruns and market pre-emption, these costs-if truly excessive-are not appropriately recovered from end users.
Subscriber Line Charges
Single-line residential and business users now pay state and federal subscriber line charges that cover only a fraction of embedded network costs; access charges of 3.7 cents/min are now imposed on the originating and terminating ends of a call in order to make up the difference. To reduce these access charges, end user monthly fees should be increased and the remaining costs shared in a more competitively neutral manner.
In particular, telephone hookup to less affluent users can be subsidized through income tax credits or telephone vouchers financed by a proportional revenue or value-added tax assessed upon all Section 2 facilities-based carriers that now file revenue information with the FCC (Noam, 1993) , or across a wider tax base that would include some extraneous equipment (Einhorn, * Park and Mitchell (1987) found chat billing costs ate related more to the number of attempts or completions and not to overall minutes-of-use. Though uneconomic for short calls, cost measurements and billing assessments for longer Internet calls may be cost-effective. 1995). A similar competitively neutral strategy may generate necessary funds to support high-cost rural exchanges and carrier-bf-last-resort obligations.
Conclusion
These suggested strategies-cost-based usage charges for data calls, fixed cost write-offs and increases in subscriber line charges-may strike the reader as letting Internet users largely avoid contributing to the recovery of fixed costs. In fact, this allowance seems both fair and economical. Traditional companies incurred the costs of twisted pair loops and circuit-based switches and transport facilities as part of a regulatory compact aimed to establish a voice network; cyberusers were not conceivably a party to this compact. There is no apparent reason why any money for recovery of historic costs is due from these emerging data services. If contribution charges were affixed, the whole evolving ODN would carry a financial burden that would hinder its growth and evolution. If all methods of cost recovery should fail, these costs would be as reasonably recovered from a general government bail-out.
